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Abstract: The construction industry has acknowledged that its current working practices are in
need of substantial improvements in quality and efficiency and has identified that computer modeling
techniques and the use of prefabricated components can help reduce times, costs, and minimise defects
and problems of on-site construction. This paper describes a virtual environment to support the design and construction processes of buildings from prefabricated components and the simulation of their
construction sequence according to a project schedule. The design environment can import a library of
3D models of prefabricated modules that can be used to interactively design a building. Using Microsoft
Project, the construction schedule of the designed building can be altered, with this information feeding
back to the construction simulation environment. Within this environment the order of construction
can be visualised using virtual machines. Novel aspects of the system are that it provides a single 3D
environment where the user can construct their design with minimal user interaction through automatic
constraint recognition and view the real-time simulation of the construction process within the environment. This takes this area of research a step forward from other systems that only allow the planner to
view the construction at certain stages, and do not provide an animated view of the construction process.
It is intended that these models and simulations will be used to represent the dynamics of the FutureHome construction site enhancing current construction practices that use flat 2D plans and Gantt charts.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The construction industry has acknowledged that its current working practices are in need of substantial
improvements in quality and efficiency, with the Egan report[10] setting targets for the construction
industry to reduce costs and times by 10%, and defects and problems with on-site construction by 20%
per year. Information Technology and more specifically visualisation has been highlighted as one of the
most important tools for construction management towards achieving this goal[7].
Current working practices for construction site managers mainly rely on intuition, imagination and
judgement. Commercially available computerised planning and scheduling tools are available for calculating and presenting the final stages of the task but these do not support conceptual planning and
display the information as network and Gantt charts. These do not effectively communicate the spatial and temporal aspects of a construction schedule and makes their validation and communication to
project partners difficult and prone to error[1].
A visualisation tool could assist the site manager in obtaining a better perception of the project
and could be achieved by integrating the schedule management of the project with an animated virtual
environment display. Such a 4D simulation of the construction process could help with:
• decision making within the project so as to minimise risk throughout all stages of the construction
process;
• act as a tool for improved communication between the project partners;
• allow for rapid exploration of construction alternatives.
This could lead to an increase in the quality of the project management and a reduction in defects and
construction times and costs.
This paper will present work conducted within the FutureHome project[3]. This is a 3-year, 5-million
Euro, EU funded project that brings together 15 partners in six European countries and forms part of
a global project under the Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) programme. Its aim is to research
housing for Europe in the new millenium, to enable the production of affordable, high quality homes
for all. The vision of FutureHome is to develop adaptable and sustainable building system concepts
that can take advantage of advanced manufacturing systems and methods. It is promoting the use of
prefabricated parts and assemblies, and developing the tools for design, configuration, production and
assembly. Off and on site production and assembly processes are being developed, that can be heavily
dependent on the use of intelligent automation and an IT infrastructure involving agent technology.
Overall, the FutureHome project intends to produce leaner design and construction processes, that will
focus on value for money, improved productivity, maintainability and sustainability. The projections of

benefits from the project are estimated at 30% in the cost of construction, 35% in construction time and
a reduction of 60% in the number of defects.
As part of this research a virtual design, construction and scheduling environment has been implemented that allows a model of a house to be constructed from a library of prefabricated components
defined within the FutureHome project. The construction of the model requires minimal user interaction
as the environment supports automatic constraint recognition between the components, so that as the
user is constructing their model the system automatically detects whether the components the user is
manipulating can be linked. An object database has been designed that holds the types of modules
that are used in the building and relevant information pertaining to that component, such as price, size,
construction methods, etc. As the user constructs the building, the construction information is also
stored within the object database along with the order of construction and any dependencies between
the tasks. As well as being able to review the building that they have constructed from within the virtual
environment, the construction order of 3D model can be replayed to provide an animated 4D model of
the construction process combined with virtual machines, such as a crane, to simulate the construction
process. Using Microsoft Project the construction schedule of the project can be altered and fed back
into the virtual construction environment to explore alternative construction scheduling. The database
also holds information relating to the construction site, such as stock, resources and delivery information.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related work in the areas of 4D construction
systems and virtual environments. Section 3 describes the system architecture that is required for the
development of a virtual environment to support the design and construction simulation. Section 4
describes the implemented system in use using a conceptual prototype defined within the FutureHome
project as a developmental case study showing: how the design is created; the construction simulation
environment; and how the schedule is altered. Finally, Section 5 reviews the system.

2

RELATED RESEARCH WORK

Virtual Environments can offer the area of computer aided design many valuable extensions as it can
provide a more intuitive means of communication with the computer. Much of the work involving
virtual environments and construction has been related to architectural walkthroughs. These can allow
for such factors as aesthetics, e.g. lighting, acoustics and internal layout, and also the spatial location
of the building and its impact on the surrounding environment to be evaluated, e.g. see [16, 21, 24].
Such visualisations tend not to be dynamic: the user can navigate through the environments but has
limited or no interaction with the artifacts within the environment. Furthermore, the models of the
buildings themselves will only be realistic in their appearance, they will not be realistic as far as the
actual composition of components is concerned. These examples only deal with the final stage of the

process, visualising the completed building, whereas the construction planning and scheduling tasks deal
with the entire construction process from its conception until the completion of the construction.
Within the area of design in virtual environments much work has been done allowing users to compose
scenes within virtual environments, such as 3DM [5], and JDCAD [19] which tackled many of the issues
involved in the interactive creation of 3D objects. Problems with such systems are the absence of
constraints when interacting with virtual objects. Users are restricted to gross interactions and are
unable to perform precise object manipulation[20]. Systems that support constraint based assembly of
components provide the user with the support required to align components automatically, removing the
need for the user to align components precisely. There have been several research efforts to investigate
the development of assembly simulation environments. For example, Connachar et al. [6] describes a
system called VADE (Virtual Assembly Design Environment) interfaced with the Pro/Engineer modelling
environment. A CAD database is connected to the Open Inventor API through Pro/Engineer Pro
Develop Toolkit. In this system, direct interaction is supported through a CyberGlove. Fernando et al.
[13], Fa et al. [12], Munlin [22], and Thomson et al. [27], have developed an Interactive Constraint Based
Assembly Modelling (ICBAM) environment to bring physical realism to the assembly simulation arena.
Fernando et al. [13] describes the methods developed for allowable motion and constraint recognition
within the system. Automatic recognition of constraints such as ’against’, ’coincident’, ’tangential’, and
’concentric’ are supported in their system. By reading constraint relationships stored in a Relationship
Graph, degrees of freedom can be computed so that the system can determine the allowable motions for
a given assembly part. The VR environment is implemented using the IRIS Inventor graphical toolkit.
The system described by Fernando et al. [13] reported some shortcomings. They include, inability to
support constraint propagation from child object to parent when the child object is being manipulated
in the assembly, and the absence of a standard data translator for CAD data import into the virtual
environment.
Research has been conducted in the utilisation of computer graphics in construction planning and
scheduling. For a recent survey see[29] (this is further extended within [28]). Some early systems generate
and simulate the process of construction within CAD environments rather than use VR technology,
e.g.[17, 18]. Op den Bosch & Baker[9] provide the user with construction equipment to construct their
building. This they argue leads the user to focus on the engineering issues related to the construction of
the building, rather than issues regarding the creation of the model within a computer environment.
Other researchers have created environments that allow the user to view the model at various stages of
completion, e.g.[1, 15]. Schweglerl et al.[25] used an interactive 4D prototype tool that allowed planners
to work with the 4D model at several levels of detail and change the 3D model and schedule in the
4D environment. OSCON[2] allows users to construct buildings from parts such as doors, windows,

slabs, etc. OSCON incorporates a time and cost model within its architecture and the models that
are constructed can be viewed in VRML and queries regarding such variables as cost, visualising the
information on the 3D model, or time, showing the state of the construction at any specified time can
be performed. OSCON provides further project management capabilities over its 3D visualisations and
query facilities, for full details see[2].
The work reported here aims to supply the site managers with visualisation tools so that they are
better equipped to plan the construction process as their current activities rely on intuition, imagination
and judgement. These tools allow for 3D visualisations of the construction process and could aid site
planners organise their activities to varying degrees. To date, the OSCON project has gone furtherest in
providing the user with a tool where a building can be constructed from components located in an object
database including task information, costs, etc., and providing schedule management, cost estimation,
and a 3D view of the construction process at various stages. In the following sections, the system built
for the FutureHome project will be reviewed.

3

SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, the design of the system and the reasoning behind it will be detailed. The initial high
level requirements of system are to:
• be able to create the building design from a set of components or objects that compose the actual
building;
• view the construction simulation in real-time in a 3D environment;
• examine the project schedule and allow it to be manipulated with changes being shown in the
construction simulation environment;
The system architecture builds upon the authors’ previous research on constraint-based modeling,
virtual environment interface design, product and object databases, and other relevant state-of-the-art
technologies, see Figure 1. To satisfy the requirements, the four main components developed were:
• the virtual environment—for importing the CAD models of the modules and for display and navigation through the environment;
• automatic constraint recognition—this includes a constraint manager for defining how each of
the modules are connected in relation to one another and maintaining allowable movements and
relations between each of the components, and a collision detection module for detecting collisions
between modules so allowing the constraints to be generated automatically;

Fig. 1: Software architecture of the virtual construction environment

• the construction database—for storage of the construction components, schedules, resource information, etc;
• the task manager—for handling interactions and tasks between the user and the interface.
The following sections will discuss each of the main components of the system’s software architecture
defined above.
3.1

Virtual Environment

The virtual environment is developed around the OpenGL Optimizer libraries from SGI1 . The Optimizer
libraries were chosen as the graphics engine for the virtual environment due to their powerful CAD
capabilities and the optimisations available to reduce rendering time of the data. A CAD interface was
developed as a part of the IPSEAM project[14] for importing CAD data into the environment. Once
the assembly parts are loaded into the environment via the CAD interface, the VE interface allows the
user to select and manipulate objects in the 3D space, navigate through the environment and perform
the tasks necessary to construct and view the simulation within the environment.
3.2

Automatic Constraint Recognition

The absence of constraints when interacting with virtual objects is one of the major limitations in current virtual environments. Users are restricted to gross interactions and are unable to perform precise
object manipulation[?]. Virtual solutions to real world problems will depend upon the implementation
of constraint based virtual environments to augment and control interaction within the virtual design
1 www.sgi.com/software/optimizer/

environment. Systems that support constraint based assembly of components provide the user with the
support required to align components automatically, removing the need for the user to align components precisely. The constraint manager, within the automatic constraint recognition module supports
constraint-based interaction between the components of the building to model their assembly and disassembly. The assembly process consists of a succession of tasks, each of which consists of joining
components to form the final assembly. Parts are considered joined when the necessary contacts and
alignments between parts have been established. These contacts and alignments are referred to as assembly relationships, which are described in terms of geometric constraints and are solved using the
Geometric Constructive approach[13]. For further information on constraint-based modeling see[14].
Automatic constraint recognition removes the costly requirement of having the user specify each
constraint individually and relies on the system to detect the constraints as the user manipulates the
components. Bier[4] proposed a 3D snapping technique for building 3D models. These concepts were
further extended by Fernando[13] to support interactive assembly modeling. In this construction environment, constraints are recognised between geometric elements when the assembly parts come together
and full 3D automatic constraint detection is supported.
The automatic constraint recognition component calculates whether the two components that are in
collision can have a constraint placed on them. If the user is happy with the placement of the component,
the system aligns the components precisely together according to the surfaces of each of the components.
Users do not need to align objects precisely, the system automatically aligns the objects for them.
With the collision detection and automatic constraint recognition components in place the process
of constructing a building within the virtual design environment is greatly simplified as the user only
needs to move components towards one another and the system highlights the surfaces that are to be
aligned and automatically aligns the objects precisely with each other when the user is satisfied with
their placement. This greatly aids the ability to construct 3D models from their constituent components
and further allows the ability of the models to behave realistically, such as doors rotating on hinges and
the opening of windows. Wimalaratne et al.[30] defines the constraint based system in this project.
3.3

Construction Database

The construction database manages all the information relating to a construction project. The database
stores information on each of the building elements that are available to the user for construction. As
the user selects these elements and constructs the building, the components used and the order and
form of the construction is also stored within the database. The database also stores information on
construction sites, their stock and resources, and deliveries to the sites.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the main elements that compose the object database schema to store

Fig. 2: Simplified view of the object database design and construction schema

the design and its construction schedule. On the left of the figure, a design can be seen to be composed of
components and the constraints that are associated with these components. These objects in themselves
are enough to describe a building but they do not define the order of construction, site data, delivery
times, etc. The right of Figure 2 defines the work plan associated with the design. The work plan is
composed of work tasks that can be broken down either into further work tasks or specific work elements.
There are various types of work element that can be performed such as construction tasks, delivery tasks,
etc. Each of the work elements can also have a set of dependencies or dependents, or a specific starting
time, thus defining the project schedule.
Using this information the building can be reconstructed within the virtual environment from its
constituent modules according to the construction order and its dependencies and also according to
deliveries and stocks at the construction site.
3.4

Task Manager

The task manager manages the interface between the user and the system. Current interactive software
systems can be hard to learn and baffling to the users even with their visual interfaces. One of the
major problems is because the underlying software system has no concept of what the user is trying
to achieve with the system, i.e. it has no internal task knowledge. The user of the system is trying to
complete a task, e.g. to construct a building. This in turn may be decomposed into subtasks such as
joining components together. These are the tasks that the user is trying to complete but the system has
no internal concept of these tasks. If these tasks could be built into the system then this could provide

many benefits to both the end user and the programmer of the software system.
For the end user, a system with built in knowledge of the tasks they are trying to achieve can provide
certain advantages such as context sensitive help while the user is performing their task. This makes
the interface easier to learn as the user can query the system as to its current state, the tasks that are
currently viable and how the user should proceed during a task, and could prove to be less distracting
than having to refer to either printed or online manuals. For the programmer of the software system
the task manager offers the benefits of rapid task prototyping as the specification of task order is easily
altered. Also, unlike event based systems where the programmer has to examine the code to identify the
order of tasks within the system, the task networks can easily be visualised as they are explicitly defined
within the program. For more information on the task manager see[23].

4

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section the system will be described using some of the demonstrator modules and houses that
have been developed within the FutureHome project. The environment will be described by examining:
• the basic virtual environment and interaction within it (Section 4.1);
• the building design process (Section 4.2);
• specification and alteration of the construction schedule (Section 4.3);
• the construction simulation environment (Section 4.4).
4.1

The Virtual Environment and Interaction

The virtual environment was designed so that all interaction takes place within a 3 dimensional domain,
that is, the environment makes no use of ’standard windows’ menus, toolbars, etc, thus making the interface a true virtual environment. Classical user interfaces based on 2D input devices and 2D metaphors
are inadequate for applications that require users to carry out complex 3D tasks. In particular the lowbandwidth communication between the 2D user interface and the application, together with the inherent
limitations of the 2D mouse for interactive 3D motion specification, make it extremely difficult for users
to perform their work with simple and intuitive actions. Much research has been conducted within the
area of 3D interaction and 3D metaphors but this work is still very much research based and no standard
3D-interaction toolkit currently exists. It was therefore required that all forms of interaction, tools and
widgets within the environment would need to be designed and implemented for the environment. This
will facilitate and ease the transfer of the software from the Windows PC based environment that it
currently runs on, to a high-end Silicon Graphics environment utilising large screen display technology,

(a) A completed building in the environment

(b) The SPACE MOUSE with its 6DOF movement
capabilities

Fig. 3: The virtual environment and its interaction hardware
such as the ReaCTor (a CAVE style display), Reality Rooms and V-Desk displays that are available
within the centre[8].
Figure 3(a) gives a view of an example building constructed within the virtual environment. Due
to the limitations of the 2D mouse for accurately and quickly navigating in a virtual environment an
alternative input devices was utilised. In Figure 3(b), we can see the LogiCad3D SPACE MOUSE. Slight
finger pressure on the cap of the SPACE MOUSE can control an object in the virtual environment with
up to 6 degrees of freedom (X, Y, Z, roll, pitch, and yaw movement) simultaneously. The SPACE MOUSE
can also be used to navigate through the virtual design environment, and has nine programmable buttons
that can be used for control within the environment.
The design environment consists of a simple grid laid out along the X and Z planes (the ground) to
define the world. The user is able to navigate about the 3D environment using the SPACE MOUSE and
with the buttons on the SPACE MOUSE is able to bring up menus and make selections from these menus
to add models to the scene, construct buildings, store their designs and replay construction scenarios.
4.2

Building Design

Within the building design environment the user can navigate freely through the 3D environment to
view the components and the building; select components within the environment and apply rotations
and translations to these; and construct a building by bringing the components together. The system
automatically detects how components can be linked together and so eases the task of design construction

within the environment.

(a) Selection of the components is via a rotating tree

(b) Component selected to be added to the environ-

menu

ment

Fig. 4: Selecting a component

Currently the user can either begin constructing a building from the empty environment or can load
a partially constructed building into the environment and continue construction on that model. From
a menu the user can select a component to add to the building. Figure 4(a) shows the top level of the
rotating menu that depicts the initial breakdown off the module types. The modules are organised as a
tree-like structure with module types having either instances of the type or more specific type descriptors
hanging off each type. The user can rotate the menu with the SPACE MOUSE and also select the module
type which is shown foremost on the screen. This will bring them down the tree menu to the next level
which will display further module types and/or specific modules for selection. When a module is selected
the user can then move that module to where they wish to add it to their current building. Figure 4(b)
shows a service module that has been selected and is about to be added to the current building. The
modules shown within the virtual environment are currently under development within the FutureHome
project. The modules shown have been designed to give an early overview of the concepts that are being
investigated within FutureHome and these will be further developed and envisioned by the FutureHome
project partners.
As the user drags the service module towards the building, the system’s collision detection component
within the environment detects surfaces that are colliding and highlights them (in this case by altering
their colour), see Figure 5(a). The user can continue to drag the component until they are happy with

the alignment. The user does not have to align the parts exactly—the system automatically detects
which surfaces can be mated together and aligns each of the components exactly for the user. The user
releases the part when they are happy with their alignment (shown in Figure 5(a)). When the component
is released, the system aligns the parts exactly as shown in Figure 5(b). This is performed using the
constraint manager within the virtual environment that aids the user in aligning parts exactly within
the environment and maintains the relationships between each of the modules and their construction
order (the constraint manager is defined in Section 3.2). As each component is added to the building,
information on the component, its placement, etc are stored within the object database.

(a) Collision between the selected component and

(b) The component is released and constrained ap-

other components within the environment are high-

propriately

lighted

Fig. 5: Example of constraning/constructing a component
Using this approach and with the import of additional 3D models of the modules the building can
be constructed. Figure 3(a) shows the external view of a building modeled using the virtual design
environment from the modules.
4.3

Construction Scheduling

With the initial FutureHome house design complete, the user can edit the construction schedule within a
schedule management software package, in this case Microsoft Project. The information in the system’s
construction and design database is output to a file that can be read by Microsoft Project. Figure 6
highlights the project schedule of the example house within Microsoft Project. The initial construction
schedule reflects the order that the design was generated, with each component being added in a serial
fashion, each component being dependent on the installation of the previous component before it can be

added to the building.

Fig. 6: A section of the project schedule as viewed in Microsoft Project

Within Microsoft Project, the logic of the construction plan can be altered, e.g. the breakdown of
tasks, dependencies, ordering, etc. Currently it is the constrution planners responsibility to define the
location of plant on the construction site and the definition of exact task times. In the future the system
will incorporate automatic site layout specification software to aid the construction planner in defining
the layout of temporary structures and defining working spaces. This software is currently under development within the centre[26]. The construction environment currently supports the typical temporal
sequence relationships (finish-start, start-start, finish-finish and start-finish) between activities and lag
or lead times for the activities. When the construction planner is satisfied with the new construction
schedule, the information can be saved and fed into the construction environment’s database to update the construction schedule. The new construction schedule can then be visualised and animated, as
described in the following section.
4.4

Construction Simulation

With the complete building, the virtual environment can replay the construction process of the building
using the knowledge of the components and their order of construction to provide a 4D animated model
of the construction of the building. The environment supports the replay of any number of simultaneous
tasks up to the amount of available machinery on site. Where an item of plant attempts to be used more
than once at the same time, the system flags an error to the user.
Figure 7(a) shows the construction timebar, the house under construction and a tower crane, under
control of the system, moving components from their location in the virtual construction site to their
location in the building according to the construction schedule. The user can drag the red box on the

(a) The crane in the construction simulation envi-

(b) A component and some details viewed within the

ronment in action

construction environment

Fig. 7: The construction simulation environment
timebar widget to move construction either forwards or backwards in time. As the user drags this bar,
the animation of the tower crane would cease with only the building appearing or disappearing to speed
up processing to the newly selected time.
Planning staff would normally use the 2D working drawings to generate a site layout and working
schedule for the construction process of the prefabricated components. Such a task can rely heavily on
the intuition, imagination and judgement of the planner as current tools fail to offer the planner realistic
visualisations of the schedules. The planning staff have to visualise the spatial relationships in abstract
terms as the plans cannot reflect the construction process of each of the individual components due to
its static nature. The 3D model of the building shown here, integrated with timing parameters so that
the construction process and the on-site layout can be simulated over time goes a step towards solving
this problem, and can be used to assess the placement of plant machinery such as cranes. This could
also be used to test the order of construction of the building so that construction of specific walls or
roofs would not hinder further construction in the vicinity at a later date. Such issues aren’t typically
assessed until the construction process has begun which can lead to costly problems on-site.
Within the construction environment the user also has access to component information via the
construction database. A user can select a component within the design and obtain details on the
component such as cost, dimensions, date of installation, etc. Figure 7(b) shows a component that has
been selected by the user, highlighting some of its attributes.

The environment was developed in association with the construction partners of the FutureHome
project for initial design and implementation tests. Further testing of the of the usability of the environment will be conducted towards the end of the project in conjunction with the actual building
components that are being designed within FutureHome.
In this section it has been shown how the user can construct a building within the environment
from a database of prefabricated components, edit the construction schedule and view the construction
simulation.

5

CONCLUSIONS

This report discussed the development of a virtual construction environment to allow prefabricated
building components to be used to model the construction processes. Within the environment the user
can:
• create the building design from a set of prefabricated components as defined within FutureHome.
Within the virtual environment the user can construct a geometrically constrained building from
a library of components using collision detection and automatic constraint recognition. OSCON
also allows for construction from components although this is performed in a CAD environment
and does not support automatic constraint recognition.
• examine the project schedule within Microsoft Project and allow it to be manipulated with changes
being fed back to the construction simulation environment. This provides functionality that is
similar to OSCON.
• view the construction simulation in real-time in a 3D environment. Allows the construction to
be simulated in real-time animation with virtual machines rather than showing certain stages of
construction as in OSCON and other systems.
Novel aspects of the system are that it provides a single 3D environment where the user can construct
their design with minimal user interaction through automatic constraint recognition that eases the task of
aligning components within the 3D environment, and view the real-time simulation of the construction
within the environment. This takes the work a step forward from other systems that only allow the
planner to view construction at certain stages and do not provide an animated view of the construction
process.
Currently the construction planner alters the logic of the construction schedule via a Gantt chart
within Microsoft Project. This separates the work items within the Gantt chart from their visualisation
within the virtual environment. Further development will include an interface within the construction
environment to allow for the construction planner to alter the logic of the plan within the virtual

environment, and so be able to see their altered plan in operation immediately. Further development of
the interface will allow it to be used in a CAVE and Reality Wall type environments that are housed
within the Centre for Virtual Environments.
It is envisaged that the models generated could be used throughout the construction and maintenance
of the building as a reference tool to aid the construction site planners. These 4D models will provide
more effective communication of the FutureHome construction process, making clear the sequence of
construction and the utilisation of intelligent automation and site sensors at the construction site to
establish the constructability of proposed systems. A by-product of the use of virtual reality is that
the completed model can be examined in the future when the building owners need to perform some
maintenance or replacement. Instead of handing over as-built drawings, FutureHome will provide an
adaptable 3D model of the building. Within the FutureHome project, an actual demonstrator of the
components and construction of the house will be tested through the construction of a full scale demonstrator. Using this full scale demonstration of FutureHome, the system will be tested with an actual test
case to evaluate the capabilities, advantages and limitations of the system.
There is still much work to be conducted in this area. Schweglerl et al.[25] identify the advantages
that could be gained from this area of research and identifies many areas that can benefit from the use
of 3D and 4D models throughout the life-cycle of a project. The research presented in this paper aims
to increase the construction company’s competitiveness through the integration of technology, a priority
highlighted in a recent EU paper[11].
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